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SIGNRACER  
MOBILE SIGNMAKING WORKSTATION

The Secabo SignRacer allows you to comfortably travel 
with your entire signmaking studio at hand. It was specially 
designed for on-the-go use in the area of extensive sign- 
making projects, merchandizing, mobile sales booths 
for textiles and trade fair construction. SignRacer‘s special 
flight case consists of high-quality 9mm plywood, as 
well as professional fittings. Despite its minimal weight, 
it is entirely capable of handling the requirements of 
mobile deployment. The SignRacer can house a 60cm 
vinyl cutter - for example the Secabo S60 - and offers 
plenty of storage space behind a door, as well as two 
full extensions for other devices, such as a heat press, 
materials, tools and a laptop. 

In the blink of an eye, SignRacer‘s large front lid can be 
transformed to a sturdy work table with adjustable feet 
on the case. A rear door allows for comfortable feeding 
of film rolls to the vinyl cutter. Appropriate feedthroughs 
and clamps allow for laying and bundling cable inside of 
the SignRacer. The Secabo SignRacer stands on sturdy 
castors, 2 of which are equipped with brakes. The Secabo 
SignRacer is the ideal mobile workstation for mobile use 
in the signmaking and garment decoration.



Compact dimensions
The SignRacer fits inside a VW bus 
or Sprinter, thus making it an ideal 
companion for projects outside your 
workshop.

Matching Vinyl Cutters:
§ Secabo C60IV, C60 V, S60, S60 II, T60 II
§ Summa D60
§ Graphtec CE6000-60 

Heavy Duty Design
The SignRacer‘s robust design 
ensures safe transporting of your 
hardware and material.

Lots of storage space
The SignRacer‘s large storage 
space allows for transporting 
materials, tools, machines, and 
much more.

MATCHING VINYL CUTTERS



Phone: +49 (0) 8442 95840-10
Fax: +49 (0) 8442 95840-11
E-Mail: mail@secabo.de
www.secabo.de

Secabo GmbH
Hochstatt 6-8, 
85283 Wolnzach
GermanyEQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 

FOR CREATORS.

TECHNICAL DATA

Interior (W × H × D) 1020 × 470 × 400mm

Working table surface 1050 × 970mm

Working table height 740mm

Extensions 910 × 470 × 65mm

Storage space doors 950 × 500 × 400mm

Overall dimensions (W × H × D) 1050 × 645 × 1125mm

Net weight 50kg

Items included Flight case with 
4 swivel castors, 
2 equipped with 
brakes, cable 
feedthroughs and 
terminals.
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